ABSTRACT
Introduction
The integration of photovoltaic (PV) technology in buildings makes the PV modules become construction elements of the envelope. This activity, commonly named as Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV), combines the architectural integration of the PV modules with renewable electricity generation in buildings. The optimization of these elements from the electrical, thermal and optical points of view will improve the building energy efficiency [1] . According to the current European regulations about the energy performance of buildings and energy efficiency, such as Directives 2010/31/EU, and 2012/27/EU, respectively [2, 3] , the energy performance of buildings should be calculated on the basis of a methodology which consider thermal characteristics, adequate natural lighting, heating and air-conditioning installations, application of energy from renewable sources, passive heating and cooling elements, shading, indoor air-quality, and design of the building.
Furthermore, the methodology should take into account existing norms, such as ISO 9050:2003 [4] , EN 410:2011 [5] and NFRC 1 300:2014 [6] for glass in building, which specify some methods of determining the luminous and solar characteristics of glazing in buildings that serve as a base for lighting, heating and cooling calculations of rooms and permit the comparison between different types of glazing elements. These methods can be applied to a wide range of glazing systems, including PV modules designed to be integrated into facades. Nevertheless, they don't include aspects such as the angle dependence of the laminate properties or the behavior of the active glazings (photovoltaic, electrochromic ...), aspects to be considered for a more accurate knowledge of their real operation.
In this study the main features that should be included in the optical characterization of PV modules for building integration, as facade laminated glasses, have been considered.The measurements have been performed on different PV samples with a laminated glass structure. Spectral reflectance and transmittance properties R(k, a), T(k, a) , in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared (UV/vis/NIR) ranges were measured, both at perpendicular incidence and as a function of the angle of incidence, to assess the T(k,u) u k
(U*,V*, V(k)
CIE standard illuminant F2 (fluorescent lamp) solar factor normal hemispherical reflectance normal hemispherical transmittance external heat transfer coefficient internal heat transfer coefficient secondary internal heat transfer factor spectral reflectance general color rendering index relative spectral distribution of standard solar radiation AM LOG selectivity shading coefficient spectral transmittance relative spectral distribution of standard UV solar radiation W*) CIE 1964 uniform color space coordinates spectral luminous efficiency of the standard photopic observer derived properties of the PV laminates also in orientations closer to those more common in real facades. The results have allowed the characterization and analysis of the luminous and solar behavior of the PV laminates, showing that these elements can be efficiently integrated in building facades.
Technical approach

Description of the samples
The samples considered are PV modules and equivalent technology PV solar cells (ETSCs) 2 supplied by different manufacturers, appropriately representative of PV modules suitable for building integration as facade elements [7, 8] . As mentioned in the introduction, all of them have a laminated glass structure, resulting nine of them semi-transparent and three opaque. The considered samples cover the main current PV technologies.
Five of the semi-transparent samples are based on crystalline silicon technologies -Edge-Defined Film-Fed Growth silicon (EFG) 2 Encapsulated PV solar cells with the same technology and laminated structure as the PV module.
and multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) -and the other four are based on amorphous silicon. More in detail: one PV module with EFG silicon PV solar cells encapsulated with resin (EFGSi); two similar commercial PV modules with mc-Si PV solar cells and polivinil butyral (PVB) as encapsulant, the first one (mcSiji) new and the second one (mcSiJj) degraded after years of use, showing an aged yellowed encapsulant; a multicrystalline silicon ETSC encapsulated with PVB (mcSLc), another multicrystalline silicon ETSC (mcSiA), which is semitransparent due to a laser-perforated structure and is encapsulated with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), and four commercial semi-transparent PV modules based on amorphous silicon (a-Si) with different degrees of transparency: 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% (aSLa-#, with '#' being 10, 20, 30 and 40, respectively).
The degree of transparency of these semitransparent samples is achieved either by leaving regularly distributed transparent gaps between the PV cells, which is the case in crystalline silicon samples (EFGSi, mcSija, mcSLb, mcSi.c), and/or removing part of the solar cells' active material, which is the case in the amorphous silicon samples (aSLa-#) and in one of crystalline silicon (mcSLd). The different types of regions (transparent, opaque) are characterized separately when possible. In these cases, the overall luminous and solar properties are constructed by weighting the obtained ones in the transparent and opaque regions by their correspondent percentage of area. In the rest of the cases the properties correspond to areas intercepting both types of regions.
In the particular case of amorphous silicon, PV laminates with the same structure as PV modules have been cropped from commercial modules at a smaller size for testing convenience, allowing the measurement of angular reflectance and transmittance of these laminates.
The three opaque samples are based on different commercial technologies: amorphous silicon (aSLb), cadmium telluride (CdTe) and cupper indium selenide (CIS).
Pictures and details of each sample are included in Fig. 1 and Table 1 , respectively.
The higher transparency degrees reduce their electrical efficiency values when compared to conventional PV modules. This reduction is roughly proportional to the transparency increase. Typical efficiency values of regular PV modules are 15% if monocrystalline silicon, 6% if single-junction amorphous silicon, and 12% if cadmium telluride or cupper indium selenide.
Experimental setup
The measurements taken are the following:
• Hemispherical (H) and diffuse (Df) spectral reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) at normal angle of incidence, denoted as HR, DfR, HT, and DfT.
• Directional (D) spectral reflectance and transmittance at normal incidence and at different angles of incidence, denoted, respectively, as DR (##°) and DT (##°).
These spectral properties have been measured both from the frontal PV active side and from the backside.
Spectral reflectance and transmittance measurements have been made with a Perkin Elmer® Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer [9] equipped with a LabSphere® 150 mm integrating sphere Spectralon® coated [10] . The integrating sphere provides a bigger effective collection surface for the detectors, equivalent to the sphere input ports area (1 in./25.4mm). For the angle dependent directional R/T measurements, a Directional Reflectance/Transmittance set, from TNO Institute of Applied Physics, has been used [11] (Fig. 2) . The wavelength accuracy of the instrument is ±0.08 nm (UV/vis) and ±0.32 nm (NIR). The photometric accuracy of the instrument is transmission ±0.08% at absorbance equal to 1 and transmission ±0.05% at absorbance equal to 0.5 (measured with NIST (NBS) 930 filters) [12] . The angular accuracy of the R/T device is less than 0.08° [11] . Transmittance and reflectance were measured from 250-2500 nm for a 5 nm intervaland the angular ranges considered for measurements at oblique incidence were 0-75° in transmittance and 32-72° in reflectance.
In order to reduce the uncertainty in the measurements as possible, every hemispheric or diffuse property of each sample u has been obtained by averaging over a sequence of measurements at horizontal and vertical positions (h, v) 
P=T,R where P stands for transmittance T or reflectance R Directional properties have followed a similar process. The angular correction was calibrated through averaging over 'positive' and 'negative' angles, which also corrects other systematic errors by using the reference values obtained. Separate measurements for p-and s-polarization have been performed to be able to calculate the reflectance and transmittance of natural unpolarized light at oblique incidence: where superscript m is for "reference mirror" (reflectance meain each sequence, and CR '6,1 surements), RL f correponds to R" 4S o stands for the calibration data of the reference mirror.
The number of measures has been limited in each sample due to the number of them and the measuring time, not accumulating enough statistics to evaluate the random uncertainty component. As the object of this study is to get a comparison between PV modules and not absolute values of these properties, the hypothesis has been that all results are affected by the same statistical uncertainty.
Therefore, a lower limit for the uncertainty is given because of it is referred to the experimental equipment uncertainty reported in [11] (in the range 0.2-1% depending on the wavelength, angle of incidence and polarization). The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty are the calibration uncertainty (reference mirror uncertainty between 0.3% and 0.8%) and the detector non-linearity (between 0.1% and 0.2%). Other sources of systematic uncertainty are the abscissa uncertainty (wavelength) and the angle accuracy of the sample rotation stage, but these are negligible for most wavelengths of interest
The optical characteristic parameters
The methods of determining the luminous and solar characteristics of glazing in buildings, based on spectral reflectance and transmittance measurements, are detailed in different norms [4] [5] [6] as mentioned in Section 1. In this study, the European Norm EN 410:2011 about glass in building [5] , has been considered as reference.
According to this document, the main parameters that characterize a glazing are the light transmittance and the solar factor, and there are other parameters that provide supplementary information.
The light transmittance ty (a), represents the fraction of the incident light coming from a D65 standard illuminant with similar spectrum to daylight that passes through the glass and is viewed by a standard photopic observer:
where D^6 5 is the relative spectral distribution of the illuminant D65, V (k) is the spectral luminous efficiency of a standard photopic observer [13] and a is the angle of incidence, usually not appearing if the parameter refers to normal incidence (a = 0). The total solar energy transmittance, usually known as solar factor org-value, represents the total solar energy transmitted indoors through the glazing, both by direct transmission and by the indoor emission of part of the absorbed energy:
where x e is the solar direct transmittance, which represents the fraction of the incident solar radiation that passes through the glass, q¡ is the secondary internal heat transfer factor, h¡, h e are, respectively, the internal and the external heat transfer coefficients of the sample surfaces, a e (a) is the solar direct absorptance, p e (a) is the solar direct reflectance, and S k the standard AMI .0G relative spectral distribution of solar radiation for a 1.0 air mass [14] . It is worth noting that surface heat transfer coefficients h¡, h e depend mainly on the position of the glazing, the wind speed, and corresponding ambient and surface temperatures. For comparing purposes, the European norm establishes as boundary conditions: vertical position of glazing, for the outer surface, forced convection with a wind velocity of 4 m/s and radiative exchange with the ambient temperature of 10°C (fr e = 25.0 W/m 2 K); for the inner surface, natural convection allowing a small amount of forced convection (wind velocity lower than 0.3 m/s) and radiative exchange with the ambient temperature of 20 ° C (h¡ = 7.7 W/m 2 K). In the outside environment, other authors [15] suggest values of the coefficient h e , for summer conditions, of 18 W/m 2 K, giving rise to an increase in the heat transfer to the inside.
Other parameters of interest included in the European Norm EN 410:2011 considered in this study are the light reflectance pv{<x), the general color rendering index R a , the shading coefficient SC, and the ultraviolet transmittance Tuv-
The light reflectance pv(<x) represents the fraction of the incident light, coming from D65 daylight standard illuminant, which is reflected by the glass and is viewed by a standard photopic observer:
The general color rendering index R a , stands for the optical spectrum reproduction through the glass, that is, the accuracy in the colors reproduction:
\x=u,v,w are the CIE where { (U¡., V¡., W* ¡t ) }^ and { (u;., V;., W* r¡t ) }°= 1 1964 color space coordinates for the eight test colors illuminated with and without interposed glazing, respectively. Their explicit calculation is described in detail in Ref. [16] .
The shading coefficient, SC, compares the g-value of the tested glass with that of a standard 3-4 mm clear float glass:
The ultraviolet transmittance of the glass, Tuv. represents the fraction of a UV standard radiation, which relative spectral distribution is Ui [5] , that passes through the glass:
l=280nm^r(A.,a)AA.
•s-^380nm Z^l=280nm
Furthermore, other characteristics of the glazing, not included in the European Norm EN 410:2011, should be considered in order to fully characterize the glazing behavior One of them is the backside spectral reflectance of the element, which is related not only with the aesthetic appearance of the glass from inside, but also with the indoor illumination and possible glare. In the case of PV laminates this reflectance could be significant due to the metallic back contacts of the PV cells. To properly evaluate this aspect the backside light reflectance, defined as the fraction of the incident light from an indoor reference illuminant that is reflected and viewed by a standard photopic observer, has been proposed. As reference illuminants, the standards D65 (daylight standard illuminant) and F2 (conventional fluorescent standard illuminant) have been considered:
Another parameter to consider, which is widely used by the glass industry, is the selectivity index, S [17] . It is used to compare the light transmissivity with the total energy transmittance of a glass, being a good indicator of the glass capacity to transmit daylight without extra thermal load. A high selectivity coefficient indicates a favorable performance for solar control purposes.
S(a):
TV(°0 g(«) ' (14)
Results
First, some of the spectral transmittance and reflectance curves are shown and analyzed for each sample, and then the optical characteristic parameters obtained are presented. The transparency value of each different sample was calculated by means of the normalized integral of the spectral distribution of the transmittance.
This value may not be exactly the same as the sample nominal transparency, as it happens with the semi-transparent amorphous silicon laminates (aSiJb: 0.4%; aSLa-10: 13.4%; aSi.a-20: 20.2%; aSin-30: 32.2%; aSLa-40: 41.8%).
Transmittance measurements
Regarding the transmittance measurements, all PV samples show two different regions: the occupied by the PV cells and the transparent between them. Except in the cases in which the PV cells are semi-transparent (mcSLd and aSLa-# samples), the transmittance of the area occupied by the PV cells is negligible, resulting in opaque regions regardless of the considered PV cell technology and the structure of the laminate (Fig. 3) . Thus, the transparency of these samples comes from the transmittance between cells. From a manufacturing point of view, for the PV laminates based on thinfilm technologies this spacing is possible thanks to removing part of the PV active material and the use of transparent conductive oxides (TCO).
Transmittance of the transparent part of the PV modules
The transmittance of the transparent region qualitatively defines the transmission behavior of the entire PV module (Fig. 4) . In the visible range, all the samples show high transmittance values with a maximum around 550 nm, except the PV module with the aged encapsulant, whose lower light transmittance increases with wavelength. In the NIR range, laminates with EVA show higher transmittance values than laminates with PVB or resin, especially above 1750 nm. In general, the spectral transmittance distribution of this region is similar to that of the conventional soda-lime silica laminated glass commonly used in the fenestration industry [18] . 
Transmittance of the semi-transparent PV modules
After separately characterizing the two types of regions of the crystalline silicon samples (transparent and opaque), the spectral transmittance is constructed by weighting the transmittance of each region. Fig. 5(a) and (b) compare the transmittances of two semi-transparent a-Si samples with those of crystalline silicon having the same transparency (10% and 40%). The obtained transmittances are markedly different. Fig. 6 shows in detail the transmittance curves of all the semi-transparent amorphous silicon PV laminates, which grow gradually in the visible range reaching a maximum around 650 nm, and decrease steadily throughout the NIR range.
The transmission curves show the daylight and solar modulating possibilities of the PV laminates. It is also clear the influence of the transparency in the loss of usable radiation for the PV conversion, as the transmission curves match the corresponding spectral response typical distributions.
Reflectance measurements
Reflectance of the opaque part of the PV modules
The spectral reflectance of the opaque region occupied by the PV cells significantly depends on the PV cell technology under study (Fig. 7) . Nevertheless, all PV modules present low reflectance values for the wavelengths in the spectral response range of the corresponding technology, growing with the wavelength near the limits. This behavior is favorable to the PV conversion. EFG silicon (EFGSi sample) and CdTe (CdTe sample) technologies are those that reflect the greatest proportion of radiation in the NIR. 
Reflectance of the transparent part of the PV modules
The reflectance of the transparent areas is very similar to that of a soda-lime silica laminated glass [18] (Fig. 8) . A value around 0.05-0.10 was obtained in the entire range considered, except in the case of the aged PV module, which shows significantly higher reflectance. The different encapsulants are characterized by absorption peaks at certain wavelengths.
Reflectance of semi-transparent PV modules
The reflectance of the semi-transparent PV modules constructed by weighting the obtained spectral contribution of each different part, leads mainly to a scaled reflectance obtained from the opaque area performance (Section 3. crystalline silicon ones reflect less in the range 600-1200 nm, which is positive for their PV conversion efficiency ( Fig. 9(a) and (b) ). On the other hand, the hemispherical reflectance results for aSi_a-# samples (Fig. 10) show a limited influence of the transparency.
Backside reflectance of the opaque part of the PV modules
The back reflectance of the opaque area occupied by the PV cell is determined by the materials of the transparent layers of the rear face and, especially, of the PV cell back-contact. The first one imposes the profile of the spectral reflectance, and the second one determines the ratio of reflected radiation (Fig. 11) . It is worth mentioning that in CIS PV modules the active material lies directly on the inner side of the back glass, avoiding the rear encapsulant. That is the reason why their backside reflectance (CIS sample) doesn't show any absorption peaks, as do the rest of the measured PV modules.
Backside reflectance of semi-transparent PV modules
The backside reflectance of the semi-transparent PV laminates follows the pattern of the opaque area reflectance (Section 3.2.4), but reduced proportionally as the transparent surface increases (Fig. 12(a) and (b) ). Reflectances of PV modules mcSLa and mcSi_b are higher than that of other crystalline silicon samples (EFGSi and mcSix samples) due to the different back-contact material.
Parameters obtained according to EN 410:2011 and beyond
Characterization of the transparent part of the PV modules
The obtained optical parameters from the transparent area of each PV laminate are shown in Table 2 . The light transmittance is quite similar in all cases, around 0.88-0.89, except in the case of the aged sample (mcSLb), that is significantly lower, 0.64. Also this sample shows a lower solar factor than the rest, 0.66 against 0.80, which leads to a shading coefficient of 0.76, while the nonaged samples show higher values around 0.90-0.95. Nevertheless, the color rendering index is high in all cases, 98.5%.Apparently, UV transmission does not depend on the type of encapsulant. It is remarkable how high the UV transmittance of sample mc-Six is.
Characterization of opaque PV modules and regions
The luminous and solar characterization of opaque PV modules and of PV cell regions in semi-transparent PV laminates (Table 3) is based on the reflectance and the radiative re-emission (q¡ secondary internal heat transfer factor) properties, since they present null transmittance. It should be noted that these opaque areas can absorb a large amount of radiation, avoiding the indoor direct transmission and thus leading to low g-values (around 0.21).
The light reflectance, mainly determined by the first glass interface, is low in all PV laminates because they are designed to maximize the efficiency of the PV modules, whose spectral responses match with the visible range in all cases. On the other hand, the backside light reflectance exhibits a high dependence with the PV technology, because it is mainly determined by the back-contact material. In thin-film PV modules (aSi_b and CIS samples), the presence of a metallic reflective film to enhance the confinement of photons, leads to higher reflectance values than in crystalline silicon PV solar cells.
Standard characterization of the semi-transparent PV modules
The standard optical parameters of the semi-transparent crystalline silicon PV modules, obtained from hemispherical measurements at normal incidence, are shown in Table 4 for assumed nominal transparencies of 10%, and 40% one. Notice that the sample denoted as mcSi_d only includes values for 40% of transparency, as its PV cell has already an estimated transparency of 25%. The results can be compared with those obtained with the semi-transparent aSi samples with similar transparency values, contained in Table 5 . The light transmittance increases linearly with the PV laminate transparency, although not affecting the color rendering index. The g -value increases at a lower rate, despite the direct transmission increase, due to the decrease of the second order contribution to the g-factor (the indoor emission) with the transparency. As a consequence, the selectivity increases with transparency in all cases. The backside light reflectance is mainly determined by the back-contact type and the transparency of the sample. Table 5 compares the obtained optical characteristics of the aSi PV laminates with those of three commercial PVB laminated glasses, denoted as CLJST150, ¡PLUS and STADIP, the first two having low emission characteristics (low-E). The optical properties of these elements have been obtained from the respective datasheets (SGGCOOL-LITEST1504mm [19] ;INTERPANEiplussun4mm [17] , SGG STADIP CLEAR 55.4 4 mm [ 19] ) and from information provided by the software Window 6 (LBNL) and its related data base IGDB [20] .
Observe that in the a-Si PV samples (aSiJb and aSi.a-#) the obtained light transmittance characteristics and the solar factor (and consequently SC) depend linearly on the transparency of the samples, while the selectivity increases with the transparency following a concave quadratic dependence. Compared to the chosen commercial laminated glasses, the PV samples show less light transmittance but comparable light reflectance values from outside. The solar factors become also comparable at transparencies higher than 30%. However, the backside light reflectance, which varies significantly with the transparency of the sample (from 0.59 to 0.31), is much higher than those of the commercial laminated glasses.
The angle of incidence influence on the optical characteristics
The a-Si semi-transparent PV samples (aSin-#) have been considered for an optical characterization that takes into account the angle of incidence. Directional spectral transmittance and reflectance have been measured at different angles of incidence, from 0° to 70°. Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the results for the PV sample aSiJi20. It can be observed that the reflectance curves shift to higher values as the angle of incidence increases, while transmittance curves shift to lower values. The reflection increase can be interpreted as angular losses for the PV conversion, already characterized and modeled for conventional PV modules [21] [22] [23] .
Reflectance values above 25% were measured for the sample aSi-b at 70° angle of incidence, which is a common operating condition in glazing in facades at medium latitudes. Similar results have been obtained for the rest of the samples. Wavelength, A (nm) Fig. 13 . Directional spectral reflectance (a) and transmittance (b) of the sample aSi_a-20, at different angles of incidence.
The light reflectance, which slightly depends on the transparency of the PV laminate, significantly increases with the angle of incidence, from an average value 0.06 at normal incidence to 0.21 at 70°, following a quasi-exponential type increase (Fig. 14) . Results show that this dependence is mainly determined by the frontal glass, regardless of how much transparent the PV samples are.
Regarding the color rendering index, it is practically constant with the angle of incidence. Its value is 98.5%.
However, the linear dependence of the solar factor with the transparency is function of the angle of incidence (Fig. 15) : the bigger the angle, the weaker the linear dependence. This angle dependence of the solar factor is shown in Fig. 16 , which also includes the angle of incidence performance of the three commercial laminated glasses, for comparison. Table 6 show the solar direct transmittance r e and the secondary internal heat transfer factor <j¡ of the PV laminates and the three commercial laminated glass units at different angles of incidence. Some differences can be seen regarding these two terms of g-value. First, the PV laminates under study have lower solar direct transmittances than common laminated glasses, mainly due to the difference in transparency and the reduced reflectance of the PV modules in the optical range. On the other hand, the secondary internal heat transfer factor is in general higher in the PV laminates, although the most transparent sample {aSin-40) shows similar values of q¡ as CLST 150. Absorption in the opaque regions of the PV laminates is high, although part of it would be used for the PV conversion, thus reducing the indoor heat transmission. However, the g-values obtained are compatible with those reached using passive solar control systems.
Regarding the selectivity, the obtained values are in general lower than those of commercial glass units, due to the limited daylight transmission of the samples (also Table 6 ), which, in addition decreases with the angle of incidence. Nevertheless, again the most transparent sample shows similar values to CLST 150.
The UV transmittance of the PV samples depends on the transparency, varying from 0 to 0.05, but not as much on the angle of incidence. The UV transmittance should be considered in the PV Fig. 15 . Solar factor calculated from directional measurements vs. transparency, at different angles of incidence, for each different a-Si semi-transparent PV laminate.
Table 6
Solar direct transmittance r e , secondary internal heat transfer factor q¡ and Selectivity S, calculated from directional measurements, of the amorphous silicon PV laminates and three different commercial laminated glasses at different angles of incidence. module design, although the values found in these samples do not differ too much from those of advanced solar control glazing.
Conclusions
A measurement campaign has been carried out with the goal of optically characterizing a representative set of PV laminates, based on different PV solar cell technologies, and suitable for building integration as multi-functional structural glasses. The European Norm EN 410:2011 developed to determine the luminous and the solar characteristics of glass in building, based on the measurement of UV/vis/NIR spectral reflectance and transmittance, has been considered. In addition, the influence of the angle of incidence on the characteristic parameters has also been measured and analyzed in the case of the semi-transparent PV laminates based on a-Si technology.
Three fundamental variables useful to assess the performance of the PV laminates as multifunctional building elements have been considered in this study: the PV module's technology and structure, the transparency degree and the angle of incidence of radiation.
The main luminous and solar characteristics, such as the light transmittance and the solar factor, are slightly dependent on the PV module technology and configuration but are very influenced by the transparency of the PV laminate, following a linear dependence. On the other hand, the front side light reflectance, which depends mainly on the first glass interface and is not affected by the transparency or the PV technology, keeps low in all cases, reducing the potential glare problems outside the building and favoring the PV conversion. Conversely, the reflectance of the non-active side of the PV module is clearly influenced by both the technology and the transparency, especially in the case of thin film technologies or other PV modules with high reflectance back metallic contacts, as mcSiJi and mcSiJ). It has also been observed that degradation of the encapsulant, which makes the laminate yellowing, results in loss of transmittance and increase of reflectance. In the studied case, this lead to 26% reduction of the light transmission and 11 % reduction of the solar factor. Anyway, the good color rendering index observed in all cases (98.5%) seems not to be affected by the encapsulant degradation.
Compared to standard PVB laminated glasses, PV modules show lower light transmittance and solar factor in all cases, although comparable g values have been obtained for a transparency of 40% in amorphous and crystalline silicon PV laminates (around 0.4).
In fact the study has demonstrated the daylight and solar modulating possibilities of the PV laminates by means of adjusting the transparency, with the advantage in the face of conventional laminates to convert part of the income irradiance into electrical power, improving the overall building energy balance.
According to the obtained results, it should be also noted the importance of considering the angular dependence of the properties in order to obtain more accurate and realistic evaluations of the solar systems performance. The angle of incidence starts to be significant from 60 degrees on and is more important in elements with higher transparency levels. The rate of change in the luminous and solar characteristics is higher in PV laminates than in conventional laminated glasses.
The final conclusion is that the results of this project indicate the good properties of PV laminated glasses in terms of daylighting and solar control capabilities allowing a feasible efficient integration in building facades of the PV generators. Besides, the obtained characteristic parameters can be used to simulate the influence in the energy balance of a building of different types of PV modules integrated in facade or window elements.
